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Evidence for dark matter is overwhelming…



So what is Dark Matter?

• As particle physicist, I need to know 
how dark matter fits into a particle 
description of Nature.

• What do we know about it?

• Dark (neutral)

• Massive (cold/non-relativistic)

• Still around today (stable or with a 
lifetime of the order of the age of the 
Universe itself).

• Nothing in the Standard Model of 
particle physics fits the description.“Cold Dark Matter: An Exploded View” by Cornelia Parker
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Sterile Neutrino DM
• Dark matter may be connected to one of 

the other incontrovertible signals of physics 
beyond the SM: neutrino masses.

• The simplest way to generate neutrino 
masses in the SM is to add some number of 
gauge singlet fermions to play the role of the 
right-handed neutrinos.

• If the additional states are light and not 
strongly mixed with the active neutrinos (as 
required by precision electroweak data), they 
can be stable on the scale of the age of the 
Universe and play the role of dark matter.

• Arriving at the right amount of dark matter 
typically requires delicately choosing the 
mass and mixing angle, or invoking some 
other new physics.
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Figure 9. Bounds on the mass M1 and the mixing angle ✓1 of the sterile neutrino dark matter for the models,
discussed in Section I D: DM in the ⌫MSM (Panel a, see text for details); DM produced in the model with
entropy dilution (Panel b); and DM produced in the light singlet Higgs decays (Panel c).

Neutrinos in gauge multiplets – thermal production of DM neutrinos

In this model sterile neutrinos are charged under some beyond the SM gauge group [65]. A natural
candidate are here left-right symmetric theories, in which the sterile neutrinos are sterile only under
the SM S U(2)L gauge group, but are active with respect to an additional S U(2)R, under which the
left-handed SM particles are sterile. The steriles couple in particular to a new gauge boson WR,
which belongs to S U(2)R. One of the sterile neutrinos N1 is light and plays the role of dark
matter, entering in thermal equilibrium before freeze-out. Other sterile neutrinos N2,3 should dilute
its abundance up to the correct amount via out-of-equilibrium decays. This entropy production
happens if there are heavy particles with long lifetimes, which first decouple while still relativistic
and then decay when already non-relativistic [197]. The proper DM abundance is controlled by the
properties of this long-lived particle through the entropy dilution factor S ' 0.76 ḡ1/4

⇤ M2
g⇤ f
p
�MPl

, where
g⇤ is an averaged number of d.o.f. during entropy generation, and M2 is the mass of the sterile
neutrino, responsible for the dilution. The X-ray constraint here bounds the mixing angle ✓1 of the
DM neutrino in the same way as for the ⌫MSM. The mixing between new and SM gauge bosons is
also severely constrained. The structure formation from the Lyman-↵ analysis constraints the DM
neutrino mass:, M1 > 1.6 keV, because its velocity distribution is that of the cooled thermal relic
[65, 160]. At the same time, this implies that the DM in this model is cold (CDM).

All other constraints in this scenario apply to the heavier sterile neutrinos and to the new gauge
sector. The correct abundance of the CDM sterile neutrino requires entropy dilution. To properly
provide the entropy dilution, N2 should decouple while relativistic and has a decay width
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At the same time, the heavy neutrino N2 should decay before BBN, which bounds its lifetime to
be shorter than approximately 0.1÷ 2 s. Then, the proper entropy can be generated only if its mass
is larger than

M2 >
✓ M1

1 keV

◆
(1.7 ÷ 10) GeV. (33)

The entropy is e↵ectively generated by out-of-equilibrium decays if the particle decoupled while
still relativistic. The bound on the decoupling temperature leads to a bound on the new gauge

27
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Axion Dark Matter
• The axion is motivated by the strong CP-

problem, where the QCD θ term is cancelled by 
introducing a scalar field -- the QCD axion.

• The axion’s mass and coupling are determined by 
virtue of its being a pseudo-Goldstone boson and 
are characterized by the energy scale fa > 109 
GeV.

• The axion is unstable, but its tiny mass and weak 
couplings conspire to predict that for much of 
the viable parameter space its lifetime is much 
greater than the age of the Universe itself.

• More generally, string theories often contain 
axion-like particles which are long-lived and can 
play the role of dark matter but have less tight 
correlations between their masses and couplings.
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WIMPs

• One of the most attractive proposals for dark 
matter is that it is a Weakly Interacting Massive 
Particle.  

• WIMPs naturally can account for the amount 
of dark matter we observe in the Universe.  

• WIMPs automatically occur in many models 
of physics beyond the Standard Model:

• Supersymmetric extensions with R-parity;

• Extra-dimensional theories with KK-parity; 

• Natural theories of electroweak symmetry 
breaking with T-parity.
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The WIMP Miracle
• If dark matter is a thermal relic, 

annihilation into the SM control its 
abundance in the Universe.

• The observed relic abundance is 
suggestive of a cross section:

• Without a detailed model, it isn’t 
clear how to translate it into an  
LHC or direct detection rate.

• The dark matter could also be 
produced non-thermally, or the 
history of the Universe could be 
non-standard.

20 Jun 11 Feng    27

FREEZE OUT: MORE QUANTITATIVE

9 The Boltzmann 
equation:

Dilution from
expansion

��� f f� f f� ���

9 n � neq until interaction rate 
drops below expansion rate:

9 Might expect freeze out at T ~ m, 
but the universe expands slowly!  
First guess: m/T ~ ln (MPl/mW) ~ 40

Feng, ARAA (2010)

h�vi ⇠ 3⇥ 10�26cm3/s
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Particle Probes of  DM

• The common feature of particle searches for dark matter is that all of 
them are determined by how it interacts with the Standard Model.

Indirect Detection
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Direct Detection

WIMP

Target Nuclei

Signal
Recoil Energy, Direction, ...

June: larger v

December: smaller v

Sun

Earth

DM

• Direct detection searches for ambient dark matter 
scattering off of terrestrial targets.

• Amazing progress has shown that backgrounds can be 
rejected to a very high degree.

• Handles include the recoil energy spectrum, distribution 
of recoil direction, and modulation of the signal with 
time.

• One challenge for the future is improving sensitivity 
to low mass dark matter (which carries less 
momentum and results in smaller signals).

• Eventually experiments will reach sensitivity to 
background neutrinos, which are independently 
interesting but will complicate WIMP searches.

See also talks by 
Rafael Lang

and Richard Hill
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Figure 12: Left : Neutrino isoevent contour lines (long dash orange) compared with current limits and regions of interest. The
contours delineate regions in the WIMP-nucleon cross section vs WIMP mass plane which for which dark matter experiments
will see neutrino events (see Sec. IIID). Right : WIMP discovery limit (thick dashed orange) compared with current limits
and regions of interest. The dominant neutrino components for different WIMP mass regions are labeled. Progress beyond
this line would require a combination of better knowledge of the neutrino background, annual modulation, and/or directional
detection. We show 90% confidence exclusion limits from DAMIC [55] (light blue), SIMPLE [56] (purple), COUPP [57] (teal),
ZEPLIN-III [58] (blue), EDELWEISS standard [59] and low-threshold [60] (orange), CDMS II Ge standard [61], low-threshold
[62] and CDMSlite [63] (red), XENON10 S2-only [64] and XENON100 [65] (dark green) and LUX [66] (light green). The filled
regions identify possible signal regions associated with data from CDMS-II Si [1] (light blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [67] (yellow,
90% C.L.), DAMA/LIBRA [68] (tan, 99.7% C.L.), and CRESST [69] (pink, 95.45% C.L.) experiments. The light green shaded
region is the parameter space excluded by the LUX Collaboration.

3. Measurement of annual modulation. In the case of
a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP, next generation experiments
could reach sufficiently high statistics to disen-
tangle the WIMP and the neutrino contributions
using the 6% annual modulation rate of dark mat-
ter interactions [54]. However, in the case of hea-
vier WIMPs, very large and unrealistic exposures
would be required to obtain enough events to detect
such predicted annual modulation for cross sections
around 10−48 cm2. Furthermore, the atmospheric
neutrino event rate also undergoes annual modula-
tion due to the change in temperature of the atmos-
phere throughout the year [50]. A dedicated study
taking into account systematic uncertainties in the
neutrino fluxes and their modulations is required
to assess the feasibility of annual modulation dis-
crimination in light of atmospheric neutrino back-
grounds.

4. Measurement of the nuclear recoil direction as

suggested by upcoming directional detection expe-
riments [51]. Since the main neutrino background
has a solar origin, the directional signal of such
events is expected to be drastically different than
the WIMP-induced ones [52, 53]. This way, a
better discrimination between WIMP and neutrino
events will enhance the WIMP detection signifi-
cance allowing us to get stronger discovery limits.
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Beyond WIMPs
• Nuclear recoils become challenged 

for DM masses below a few GeV.

• There are interesting ideas to 
search for much lower mass dark 
matter based on the possibility that 
it scatters with electrons.

• One can push existing 
technology to assay its 
sensitivity.

• One can devise new systems 
based on exciting semi-
conductors or Cooper pairs in a 
super-conductor. 
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FIG. 3: 90% CL exclusion limits on �e for candidates with
a DM form-factor FDM(q) of (↵me/q) (red/lower line), cor-
responding to DM with an electric dipole moment, and
(↵me/q)

2 (blue/upper line), corresponding to DM scattering
through a very light mediator. Dashed lines and bands are as
in Fig. 2. The pale blue region shows the previously allowed
parameter space for DM coupled through a very light hidden
photon (FDM = (↵me/q)

2), with the gray strip indicating the
“freeze-in” region (taken from [2]).

models in which the DM candidate is a fermion coupled
to the visible sector through a kinetically mixed “hid-
den photon” with O(MeV-GeV) mass, and satisfying all
previously known constraints (from [2]; see also [3] [25]).

Fig. 3 shows the exclusion limits in the m
DM

-�
e

plane
for DM candidates whose interaction with electrons is
enhanced at small momentum-transfers by a DM form-
factor, F

DM

. The red (lower) curves correspond to
F
DM

= (↵m
e

/q), or DM scattering through an elec-
tric dipole moment, and the blue (upper) curves to
F
DM

= (↵m
e

/q)2, or DM scattering though a very light
(⌧ keV) scalar or vector mediator. Bounds set by 1-,
2-, and 3-electron rates are shown by dashed lines, and
the central limits by dark lines. The bands illustrate
the theoretical uncertainty. Both form-factors suppress
the relative rate of events with larger energy deposition,
and so reduce the fraction (and hence the importance) of
events containing multiple electrons. The pale blue re-
gion shows the parameter space for DM coupled through
a very light hidden-photon mediator, and satisfying all
previously known constraints, with the gray strip show-
ing where the correct abundance is achieved through
“freeze-in” (from [2]). These regions should be compared
to the blue exclusion curve.
DISCUSSION. The results above demonstrate, for the
first time, the ability of direct detection experiments to
probe DM masses far below a GeV. It is encouraging that
with only 15 kg-days of data, and no attempt to control
single-electron backgrounds, the XENON10 experiment
places meaningful bounds down to masses of a few MeV.

It should be emphasized that this analysis lacks the
ability to distinguish signal from background. One

promising method is the expected annual modulation of
the signal. As discussed in [2], additional discrimination
may be possible via the collection of individual photons,
phonons [24], or ions, although at present such technolo-
gies have yet to be established.
Independently, this type of search could be signifi-

cantly improved with a better understanding of few-
electron backgrounds. A quantitative background es-
timate was not made in [10], making background sub-
traction impossible. Single-electron ionization signals
have been studied, and potential causes discussed, by
XENON10 [9], ZEPLIN-II [7], and ZEPLIN-III [8]. Pos-
sible sources include photo-dissociation of negatively
charged impurities, spontaneous emission of electrons
that have become trapped in the potential barrier at the
liquid-gas interface, and field emission in the region of
the cathode. The former two processes would not be
expected to produce true two- or three-electron events,
although single electron events may overlap in time, giv-
ing the appearance of an isolated, double-electron event.
With a dedicated study, these backgrounds could be
quantitatively estimated and reduced.
With larger targets and longer exposure times, ongo-

ing and upcoming direct detection experiments such as
XENON100, XENON1T, LUX, and CDMS, should be
able to improve on the sensitivity reported here. Such
improvements may require optimizations of the trigger-
ing thresholds, and will strongly benefit from additional
studies of the backgrounds.
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Axion Conversion
• The axion has a model-

dependent coupling to 
electromagnetic fields that is 
somewhat smaller than 1 / fa.

• There is a rich and varied 
program  of axion searches 
based on this coupling.

• One particular search looks for 
ambient axions converting into 
EM signals in the presence of a 
strong background magnetic 
field.  

• Other very interesting new ideas 
are to look for time variation in 
the neutron EDM or the induced 
current in an LC circuit. 1306.6088 & 1310.8545
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Figure 2. The search reach of the ADMX RF-cavity experiments over the next 3 years. The first decade of
allowed axion mass will be explored at “definitive” sensitivity to QCD axions over the next year. The middle
decade will be explored at over the following two years. These two decades are expected to encompass the
mass of the dark matter axion.

“Shining Light Through Walls” experiments, polarized laser light is directed down the bore of a transverse
dipole magnet. The light is then blocked by an opaque wall. Some of the photons convert into axions,
and these axions easily pass through the wall and reconvert to photons in a second dipole magnet. The
photon-axion-photon conversion rate is very small, since the axion to two-photon coupling is so tiny, and
the entire photon-axion-photon process contains the product of two such tiny couplings. Such experiments
are unlikely to be sensitive to PQ type dark-matter axions and are less sensitive than the SN1987A bound.
These experiments are therefore more fully considered in the Intensity Frontier [149].

More recently, experiments are being proposed and are under construction that increase the conversion rate
by introducing a pair of locked Fabry-Perot optical cavities on either side of the wall. The conversion rate is
thereby enhanced by approximately the product of the cavity finesses, with the sensitivity improving as the
square-root of this rate [150]. A large experiment based on this locked pair of optical cavities is REAPR,
a project proposed for US funding, but not year approved. A second large experiment ALPS II (proposed
for construction in several phases) has started construction at DESY. These experiments have improved
sensitivity, but are unlikely to reach sensitivity to PQ type dark-matter axions.

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013
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Colliders
• High energy colliders offer the 

opportunity to produce dark matter in 
the laboratory.

• Since dark matter typically does not 
interact with a collider detector in 
transit, it reveals its presence as an 
imbalance in momentum conservation.

• Colliders have strengths in their exquisite 
control over the initial state, and well 
understood backgrounds.

• An important challenge is the fact that 
any observation of missing momentum 
will not be uniquely connected to dark 
matter: particles with lifetimes of ~1 s 
and ~14 Gyr are essentially the same 
signature.
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Supersymmetry: pMSSM

Cahill-Rowley et al, 1305.6921

LSP as DM and, more generally, the pMSSM itself. We remind the reader that this is an
ongoing analysis and that several future updates will be made to what we present here before
completion. In particular, the LHC analyses will require updating to include more results at
8 TeV along with our extrapolations to 14 TeV. While these are important pieces to the DM
puzzle it is our expectation that the addition of these new LHC results will only strengthen
the important conclusions based on the existing analyses to be discussed below.
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Figure 9: Comparisons of the models surviving or being excluded by the various searches in
the LSP mass-scaled SI cross section plane as discussed in the text. The SI XENON1T line
is shown as a guide to the eye.

Fig. 9 shows the survival and exclusion rates resulting from the various searches and
their combinations in the LSP mass-scaled SI cross section plane. In the upper left panel
we compare these for the combined direct detection (DD = XENON1T + COUPP500) and
indirect detection (ID = Fermi + CTA) DM searches. Here we see that 11% (15%) of the
models are excluded by ID but not DD (excluded by DD but not ID) while 8% are excluded

17

• The MSSM is still our best-studied and 
best-motivated vision for physics beyond 
the Standard Model.

• Reasonable phenomenological models have 
~20 parameters, leading to rich and varied 
visions for dark matter.

• This plot shows a scan of the `pMSSM’ 
parameter space in the plane of the WIMP 
mass versus the SI cross section.

• The colors indicate which (near) future 
experiments can detect this model: LHC 
only, Xenon 1ton only, CTA only, both 
Xenon and CTA, or can’t be discovered.

• It is clear that just based on which 
experiments see a signal, and which don’t, 
that there could be (potentially soon) 
suggestions of favored parameter space(s) 
from data.
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Particle Probes of DM

• The common thread that ties up direct, indirect, and collider searches for 
dark matter is how WIMPs interact with the Standard Model.
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Contact Interactions
• On the “simple” end of the spectrum are 

theories where the dark matter is the only 
state accessible to our experiments.

• This is a natural place to start, since 
effective field theory tells us that many 
theories will show common low energy 
behavior when the mediating particles are 
heavy compared to the energies involved.

• The drawback to a less complete theory is 
such a simplified description will 
undoubtably miss out on correlations 
between quantities which are obvious in a 
complete theory.

• And it will break down at high energies, 
where one can produce more of the new 
particles directly.
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Simplified Models
• We can also analyze dark matter searches in 

the context of simplified models.

• These contain the dark matter, and some of 
the particles which allow it to talk to the SM, 
but are not meant to be complete pictures.

• As a simple example, we can look at a 
theory where the dark matter is a Dirac 
fermion which interacts with a quark and a 
(colored) scalar mediating particle.

• There are three parameters: the DM mass, 
the mediator mass, and the coupling g.

• These are like the particles of the MSSM, but 
with subtle differences in their properties 
and more freedom in their interactions.

• Just like the MSSM was just one example of a 
complete theory, this is only one example of 
a “partially complete” one.

1308.2679

Simple-fied Model
• This is a simplified model we already use 

to interpret searches at the LHC.

• The current version has 3 parameters: mχ, 
mq, and the LHC production σ.

• To make this useful to connect to (in)direct 
searches we should trade these for: mχ, 
mq, and g.  

• Collider production can be computed in 
terms of these quantities.  There are 
interesting differences between, e.g. 
Majorana and Dirac WIMPs.  

• We can also map them into the direct/
indirect parameter spaces (and the other 
way as well!).
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Indirect Detection
• Indirect detection looks for distinctive products 

of WIMP annihilation.

• High energy gamma rays, neutrinos, and anti-
matter are all interesting messengers that could 
reveal the presence of dark matter annihilations.

• Gamma rays: point back to their source and 
have relatively little propagation uncertainty in 
the galaxy.

• Neutrinos: arrive essentially unchanged from 
galactic sources.

• Anti-matter:  very distinctive signal, but lose 
direction and energy en route.

• Challenges include large and often poorly 
understood backgrounds and uncertainties in the 
dark matter distribution.

Via Lactea II

See also talks by Simona Murgia,
Savvas Koushiappas, Brian 

Humensky, and Jordan Goodman



Gamma Rays

CF2 Report

Daylan, Finkbeiner, Hooper, Linden, 
Portillo, Rodd, Slatyer  1402.6703

Search for Gamma-rays from Dark Matter 
annihilating in Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies

Excludes a thermal relic entirely annihilating 
100% into bb with a mass less than about 

100 GeV.

The Galactic Center “GeV Excess”

Fermi LAT 1503.02641

6

FIG. 1. Constraints on the DM annihilation cross section at 95% CL for the bb̄ (left) and ⌧+⌧� (right) channels derived from
a combined analysis of 15 dSphs. Bands for the expected sensitivity are calculated by repeating the same analysis on 300
randomly selected sets of high-Galactic-latitude blank fields in the LAT data. The dashed line shows the median expected
sensitivity while the bands represent the 68% and 95% quantiles. For each set of random locations, nominal J-factors are
randomized in accord with their measurement uncertainties. The solid blue curve shows the limits derived from a previous
analysis of four years of Pass 7 Reprocessed data and the same sample of 15 dSphs [13]. The dashed gray curve in this and
subsequent figures corresponds to the thermal relic cross section from Steigman et al. [5].
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FIG. 2. Comparison of constraints on the DM annihilation cross section for the bb̄ (left) and ⌧+⌧� (right) channels from this
work with previously published constraints from LAT analysis of the Milky Way halo (3� limit) [33], 112 hours of observations
of the Galactic Center with H.E.S.S. [34], and 157.9 hours of observations of Segue 1 with MAGIC [35]. Closed contours and
the marker with error bars show the best-fit cross section and mass from several interpretations of the Galactic center excess
[16–19].

DM distribution can significantly enlarge the best-fit re-
gions of h�vi, channel, and mDM [36].

In conclusion, we present a combined analysis of 15
Milky Way dSphs using a new and improved LAT data
set processed with the Pass 8 event-level analysis. We ex-
clude the thermal relic annihilation cross section (⇠ 2.2⇥
10�26 cm3 s�1) for WIMPs with mDM

<⇠ 100 GeV annihi-
lating through the quark and ⌧ -lepton channels. Our
results also constrain DM particles with mDM above
100 GeV surpassing the best limits from Imaging Atmo-
spheric Cherenkov Telescopes for masses up to 1 TeV.
These constraints include the statistical uncertainty on
the DM content of the dSphs. The future sensitivity to

DM annihilation in dSphs will benefit from additional
LAT data taking and the discovery of new dSphs with
upcoming optical surveys such as the Dark Energy Sur-
vey [37] and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope [38].
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Figure 18. Same as in Figure 13, but with the spectrum of the NFW profile
modeled with a power-law per energy band over the 1 � 100 GeV range.
The envelopes include the fit uncertainties for the normalisation and spectral
indices.

through the line-of-sight to the GC.
The IEM fitting interior to the solar circle uses the tangent

ranges for positive and negative longitudes to obtain parame-
ters for the annuli 2 � 4 (Table 5). To examine the effect of
the azimuthal averaging, fits to the tangent ranges were made
for positive and negative longitudes to gauge the difference in
the parameters for the IEMs obtained when considering each
separately. The scaling factors for annulus 4 obtained when
fitting negative and positive longitude ranges were statistically
consistent 28 with those found when fitting both ranges com-
bined. For annuli 2 and 3 the fits to the positive and nega-
tive tangent longitude ranges result in scaling parameters that
differ by factors up to ⇠ 2 from each other, which is well
beyond the statistical uncertainty; the average value obtained
by fitting both tangent ranges together is approximately in-
between for the intensity-scaled IEMs over annuli 2 and 3.
For the index-scaled IEMs the spectral parameters are harder
or softer than the average when using the positive/negative
tangent ranges individually for annuli 2 � 4. However, there
is no clear trend and the over/under-prediction is not confined
to a particular energy interval.

The uncertainty for the IEM fore-/background flux toward
the GC due to the azimuthally averaged IEMs is difficult to
quantify precisely. A minimal estimate can be made from the
statistical uncertainty for the annulus 4 ⇡

0-decay flux for each
IEM, because the fit results for the combined tangent ranges
are within these uncertainties when fitted to the positive and
negative ranges individually. Above 1 GeV this is ⇠ 4⇥10

�8

ph cm�2 s�1 for the 15�⇥15

� region about the GC across all
IEMs. This is comparable to the fitted flux from annulus 1
⇡

0-decay or the TS < 25 point sources over the same region.
Any analysis employing the Galactocentric annulus decom-

position for the gas column densities is subject to the loss of
kinematic resolution for sight lines within l ⇠ ±12

� of the
GC/anti-GC. Appendix B of Ackermann et al. (2012a) details
the transformation of H I and CO gas-survey data into the col-
umn density distributions over Galactocentric annuli used in
this analysis, and employed by many others. The assump-

28 The average statistical uncertainty for the normalisation of each inter-
stellar emission component per annulus is ⇠ 10%, except for annuli 2 and 3;
see Appendix A.

tions made in the transformation for the site lines over the
15

� ⇥ 15

� region about the GC have an impact on the inter-
stellar emission and point sources in the maximum-likelihood
fitting and consequently the spatial distribution of residuals.
Approximations made interpolating the gas column density
across the l ± 10

� range can result in an incorrect gas density
distribution along the line-of-sight. Spurious point sources in
the analysis and structure in residuals can result from this be-
cause a higher/lower CR intensity compared to where the gas
should be placed is used in creating the interstellar emission
templates. The scaling procedure for the IEM then adjusts the
individual annuli potentially producing low-level artifacts due
to a combination of the effects described above.

To obtain an estimate of the uncertainties associated with
misplacement of the gas new maps of the column density
per annuli are created. 10% of the H I gas column density
is randomly displaced over the annuli and recombined with
the ⇡

0-decay emissivity 29 in each annulus to create modified
intensity maps for this process, which are summed to pro-
duce new fore-/background intensity maps. The 68% frac-
tional change per pixel from 100 such realisations for each
IEM is compared with the fore-/background resulting from
the scaling procedure (Sec. 3.1). Depending on the IEM and
energy range, variations from 1% to 15% in the intensity per
pixel for the fore-/background from the structured interstel-
lar emission across the 15

� ⇥ 15

� region are obtained, with
the largest for OBstars index-scaled and smallest for the Pul-
sar intensity-scaled IEM, respectively. Because of the some-
what arbitrary choice of the precise fraction of H I column
density30 that is redistributed over the annuli these variations
are illustrative rather than providing a true ‘systematic uncer-
tainty’ associated with the gas misplacement. Note that the
uncertainty is maximised toward the GC because it is furthest
away from the gas column density interpolation base points at
l ⇠ ±12

�.

6. SUMMARY
The analysis described in this paper employs specialised

IEMs that are fit to the �-ray data without reference to the
15

� ⇥ 15

� region about the GC. Finding point-source seeds
for the same region using a method that does not rely on de-
tailed IEMs, the source-seeds and IEMs are combined in a
maximum-likelihood fit to determine the interstellar emission
across the inner ⇠ 1 kpc about the GC and point sources
over the region. The overwhelming majority of �-ray emis-
sion from the 15

� ⇥ 15

� region is due to interstellar emission
and point sources. To summarise the results for these aspects
of the analysis:

• The interstellar emission over the 15

� ⇥ 15

� region is
⇠ 85% of the total. For the case of fitting only ‘stan-
dard’ interstellar emission processes and point sources
the fore-/background is ⇠ 80% with the remaining
⇠ 20% mainly due to IC from the inner region. The
contribution by the ⇡

0-decay process over the inner re-
gion is much less than the IC, with the relative contri-
butions by the H I- and CO-related emission suppressed
compared to the GALPROP predictions.

29 The contribution by CO-related ⇡

0-decay emission is the same as that
obtained from the scaling procedure.

30 Similar modifications of the CO column density distribution are not
explored because the detailed knowledge to make a truly informed estimate
is not available.
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FIG. 9: The raw gamma-ray maps (left) and the residual maps after subtracting the best-fit Galactic di↵use model, 20 cm
template, point sources, and isotropic template (right), in units of photons/cm2/s/sr. The right frames clearly contain a
significant central and spatially extended excess, peaking at ⇠1-3 GeV. Results are shown in galactic coordinates, and all maps
have been smoothed by a 0.25� Gaussian.

of the Galactic Plane, while values greater than one are
preferentially extended perpendicular to the plane. In
each case, the profile slope averaged over all orientations
is taken to be � = 1.3 (left) and 1.2 (right). From this
figure, it is clear that the gamma-ray excess prefers to
be fit by an approximately spherically symmetric distri-
bution, and disfavors any axis ratio which departs from
unity by more than approximately 20%.

In Fig. 11, we generalize this approach within our
Galactic Center analysis to test morphologies that are

not only elongated along or perpendicular to the Galac-
tic Plane, but along any arbitrary orientation. Again,
we find that that the quality of the fit worsens if the the
template is significantly elongated either along or per-
pendicular to the direction of the Galactic Plane. A mild
statistical preference is found, however, for a morphology
with an axis ratio of ⇠1.3-1.4 elongated along an axis ro-
tated ⇠35� counterclockwise from the Galactic Plane in
galactic coordinates (a similar preference was also found
in our Inner Galaxy analysis). While this may be a statis-

Fermi LAT 1511.02938

See also talk 
by Simona Murgia,



Indirect Detection

CF2 Report

tion has been reported by earlier experiments: TS93 [16],Wizard/CAPRICE [17], HEAT [18],
AMS-01 [19], PAMELA [11, 20], and Fermi-LAT [12]. The new result extends the energy
range to 500 GeV and is based on a significant increase in the statistics by a factor of
1.7. Fig. 5 explores the behavior of the positron fraction at high energies (> 10 GeV) and
compares it with earlier measurements. We observe that above about 200 GeV the positron
fraction is no longer increasing with energy.

Figure 5: The positron fraction above 10 GeV, where it begins to increase. The present
AMS measurement (red points) extends the energy range to 500 GeV and demonstrates
that above about 200GeV the positron fraction is no longer increasing. Measurements from
PAMELA [11, 20] (the horizontal blue line is their lower limit), Fermi-LAT [12], and other
experiments [16, 17, 18, 19] are also shown.

To examine the energy dependence of the positron fraction quantitatively in a model
independent way, straight line fits were performed over the entire energy range with a
sliding energy window, where the width of the window varies with energy to have su�cient
sensitivity to the slope. Each window covers about 8 bins, at energies above 200 GeV it
covers 3 bins. Above 30 GeV the slope decreases logarithmically with energy and crosses
zero at 275 ± 32 GeV. This confirms our observation from Fig. 5 that above about 200
GeV the positron fraction is no longer increasing with energy. This is the first experimental
evidence of the existence of a new behavior of the positron fraction at high energy.

We present a fit to the data of a minimal model, where the e+ and e� fluxes are
parameterized as the sum of their individual di↵use power law spectrum and a common
source term with an exponential cuto↵ parameter, Es:

�e+ = Ce+E
��e+ + CsE

��s
e

�E/Es (2)

�e� = Ce�E
��e� + CsE

��s
e

�E/Es (3)

(with E in GeV). A fit of this model to the data with their total errors (the quadratic sum
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FIG. 2. 90% CL upper limits on σSI ,p (top figure) and
σSD,p (bottom figure) for hard and soft annihilation chan-
nels over a range of WIMP masses. Systematic uncertain-
ties are included. The shaded region represents an allowed
MSSM parameter space (MSSM-25 [26]) taking into account
recent accelerator [27], cosmological and direct DM search
constraints. Results from Super-K [28], COUPP(exponential
model) [29] , PICASSO [30], CDMS [31, 32], XENON100 (lim-
its above 1TeV/c2 from XENON100 Coll. private communi-
cation) [36], CoGeNT [35], Simple [37] and DAMA [33, 34]
are shown for comparison.

Cube to probe WIMP masses below 50GeV/c2. This has
been accomplished through effective use of the DeepCore
sub-array. Furthermore, we have accessed the south-
ern sky for the first time by incorporating strong vetos
against the large atmospheric muon backgrounds. The
added livetime has been shown to improve the presented
limits. IceCube has now achieved limits that strongly
constrain dark matter models and that will impact global
fits of the allowed dark matter parameter space. This
impact will only increase in the future, as analysis tech-
niques improve and detector livetime increases.
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Search for Neutrinos from Dark Matter annihilating 
in the Sun

Positron Fraction at High Energies

Very interesting and still not very well 
understood.  It is somewhat shockingly large as 

a signal of dark matter, motivating physics 
which boosts the rate, such as e.g.  a 

Sommerfeld-like enhancement.

... Sensitive to scattering rate with protons because 
accumulation in the Sun is the limiting factor.



Sterile Neutrino Decay
• Though rare, sterile neutrinos can decay into ordinary neutrinos and a 

photon, resulting in (mono-energetic) keV energy photons.

• Constraints from the lack of observation of such a signal put limits in the 
plane of the mass versus the mixing angle.

4 The (incomplete) landscape of candidates 37
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Figure 4. Sterile neutrino parameters to the right of the solid red curve are excluded by the X-ray
observations, if the sterile neutrinos make up all of dark matter. If the sterile neutrino abundance is
determined by neutrino oscillations and no other mechanism contributes, then the excluded region is smaller
(shaded area). Lower bounds from structure formation depend on the production mechanism, because they
constrain the primordial velocity distribution whose connection to mass and mixing is model dependent.
Also shown is the range in which the pulsar velocities can be explain by anisotropic emission of sterile
neutrinos from a supernova.

4.7 Superheavy dark matter

In addition to primordial black holes, there are a number of dark matter candidates that have large masses
and, therefore, are expected to have very low number densities. The search strategies for these dark
matter candidates are different from the usual searches in that no laboratory experiment has big enough
acceptance to detect a sufficient number of events, even if these particles are strongly interacting. Detection
is nevertheless possible with the use of ingenious alternative techniques: for example, one can study tracks in
mica (which has small size but ∼billion years of exposure), or seismic detectors, or ultrahigh-energy cosmic
rays from massive particle decays. Direct detection of supermassive particles is possible with the use of
large-volume detectors, such as ANITA, HAWC, IceCube, Pierre Auger, Super-Kamiokande.

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013

1310.8642

Possible X-ray Signal
[Bulbul et al 2014]

Extracted from 
[Abazajian 2014]



Complementarity
• These strategies for detecting WIMPs 

work together in a complementary 
way.

• As an example when the particles 
mediating the interactions are heavy, 
we compare the results of different 
types of searches to see how they 
cover the parameter space.

• Here we use the language of indirect 
detection: <σv> vs. the DM mass.

• Trends emerge: colliders are powerful 
at very low masses, whereas direct 
and indirect searches work better at 
larger masses, and for interactions 
which are non-vanishing in the non-
relativistic limit.
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FIG. 2: Dark matter discovery prospects in the (m�,�/�th) plane for current and future direct detection [51],
indirect detection [52, 53], and particle colliders [54–56] for dark matter coupling to gluons [57], quarks [57,
58], and leptons [59, 60], as indicated.

rate of both spin-dependent and spin-independent direct scattering, the annihilation cross section
into quarks, gluons, and leptons, and the production rate of dark matter at colliders.

Each class of dark matter search outlined in Sec. III is sensitive to some range of the interaction
strengths for a given dark matter mass. Therefore, they are all implicitly putting a bound on the
annihilation cross section into a particular channel. Since the annihilation cross section predicts
the dark matter relic density, the reach of any experiment is thus equivalent to a fraction of the
observed dark matter density. This connection can be seen in the plots in Fig. 2, which show the
annihilation cross section normalized to the value �th, which is required1 for a thermal WIMP to
account for all of the dark matter in the Universe. If the discovery potential for an experiment with
respect to one of the interaction types reaches cross sections below �th (the horizontal dot-dashed
lines in Fig. 2), that experiment will be able to discover thermal relic dark matter that interacts
only with that standard model particle and nothing else.

If an experiment were to observe an interaction consistent with an annihilation cross section
below �th (yellow-shaded regions in Fig. 2), it would have discovered dark matter but we would infer
that the corresponding relic density is too large, and therefore there are important annihilation
channels still waiting to be observed. Finally, if an experiment were to observe a cross section
above �th (green-shaded regions in Fig. 2), it would have discovered one species of dark matter,
which, however, could not account for all of the dark matter (within this model framework), and
consequently point to other dark matter species still waiting to be discovered.

In Fig. 2, we assemble the discovery potential and current bounds for several near-term dark
matter searches that are sensitive to interactions with quarks and gluons, or leptons. It is clear
that the searches are complementary to each other in terms of being sensitive to interactions with
di↵erent standard model particles. These results also illustrate that within a given interaction type,
the reach of di↵erent search strategies depends sensitively on the dark matter mass. For example,
direct searches for dark matter are very powerful for masses around 100 GeV, but have di�culty
at very low masses, where the dark matter particles carry too little momentum to noticeably a↵ect
heavy nuclei. This region of low mass is precisely where collider production of dark matter is easiest,
since high energy collisions readily produce light dark matter particles with large momenta.

1
For non-thermal WIMPs, e.g. asymmetric DM, the annihilation cross-section does not have a naturally preferred

value, but the plots in Fig. 2 are still meaningful.
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Astronomical Probes?
• The distribution of dark matter 

could reveal particle properties of 
dark matter.

• For example, dark matter with large 
enough self-interactions could retain 
the successes describing large scale 
structure, but show measurable 
differences at the smallest scales.

• There is some (controversial) 
evidence that this may help 
simulation better describe 
observation.

• Nonetheless, astronomy provides a 
unique perspective on properties 
that particle searches cannot probe.

CDM

SIDM
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�

�

Markevitch et al; Clowe et al

σ / m < 0.7 cm2 / g
(at a relative speed of ~3000 km/s)



SIDM Parameter Space
• In a typical microscopic description, 

the cross section depends on the 
relative velocity of the collision.

• Dwarf galaxies, LSBs and clusters 
are characterized by different <v>’s, 
allowing us to construct the 
velocity dependence.

• Clusters (with the largest <v> 
prefer a smaller cross section than 
dwarf galaxies and LSBs.

• For simple models, the region 
favored by all three has ~weak scale 
dark matter masses and mediator 
masses ~10 MeV.

2

our main conclusions.
II. SIDM halo model. Scattering between DM particles

is more prevalent in the halo center where the DM density is
largest. It is useful to divide the halo into two regions, sepa-
rated by a characteristic radius r

1

where the average scatter-
ing rate per particle times the halo age (t

age

) is equal to unity.
Thus,

rate⇥ time ⇡ h�vi
m

⇢(r
1

) t
age

⇡ 1 , (1)

where � is the scattering cross section, m is the DM parti-
cle mass, v is the relative velocity between DM particles and
h...i denotes ensemble averaging. Since we do not assume
� to be constant in velocity, we find it more convenient to
quote h�vi/m rather than �/m. We set t

age

= 5 and 10 Gyr
for clusters and galaxies, respectively. Although Eq. (1) is a
dramatic simplification for time integration over the assembly
history of a halo, we show by comparing to numerical simu-
lations that it works remarkably well.

For halo radius r > r
1

, where scattering has occurred
less than once per particle on average, we expect the DM
density to be close to a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile
⇢(r) = ⇢s(r/rs)�1

(1+r/rs)�2 characteristic of collisionless
CDM [26]. In the halo center, for radius r < r

1

, scattering
has occurred more than once per particle. Here, we expect
DM particles to behave like an isothermal gas satisfying the
ideal gas law p = ⇢�2

0

, where p, ⇢ are the DM pressure and
mass density and �

0

is the one-dimensional velocity disper-
sion. Since the inner halo achieves kinetic equilibrium due
to DM self-interactions, the density profile can be determined
by requiring hydrostatic equilibrium, rp = �⇢r�

tot

. Here,
�

tot

is the total gravitational potential from DM and bary-
onic matter, which satisfies Poisson’s equation r2

�

tot

=

4⇡G(⇢ + ⇢b), where G is Newton’s constant and ⇢b is the
baryonic mass density. These equations yield

�2

0

r2

ln ⇢ = �4⇡G(⇢+ ⇢b) , (2)

which we solve to obtain ⇢(r) assuming spherical symmetry.
We model the full SIDM profile by joining the isothermal

and collisionless NFW profiles together at r = r
1

:

⇢(r) =

⇢
⇢
iso

(r) , r < r
1

⇢
NFW

(r) , r > r
1

(3)

where ⇢
iso

is the solution to Eq. (2). We fix the NFW param-
eters (⇢s, rs) by requiring that the DM density and enclosed
mass for the isothermal and NFW profiles match at r

1

. Thus,
our SIDM halo profile is specified by three parameters: the
central DM density ⇢

0

⌘ ⇢(0), velocity dispersion �
0

, and
r
1

. Lastly, we note that this model exhibits a two-fold degen-
eracy in solutions for h�vi/m. We keep the smaller h�vi/m
solutions but note that this situation may be indicative of the
degeneracy between halo profiles with cores that are growing
or shrinking in time [5].

III. SIDM fits. To constrain DM self-interactions, we con-
sider a set of six relaxed clusters and twelve galaxies with
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FIG. 1: Self-interaction cross section measured from astrophysical
data, given as the velocity-weighted cross section per unit mass as
a function of mean collision velocity. Data includes dwarfs (red),
LSBs (blue) and clusters (green), as well as halos from SIDM
N-body simulations with �/m = 1 cm2/g (gray). Diagonal
lines are contours of constant �/m and the dashed curve is the
velocity-dependent cross section from our best-fit dark photon model
(Sec. V).

halo masses spanning 10

9 � 10

15 M�. These objects ex-
hibit central density profiles that are systematically shallower
than ⇢ / r�1 predicted from CDM simulations. To determine
the DM profile for each system, we perform a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) scan over the parameters (⇢

0

,�
0

, r
1

)

characterizing the SIDM halo, as well as the mass-to-light ra-
tio ⌥⇤ for the stellar density. The value for ⇢(r

1

) determines
the velocity-weighted cross section h�vi/m from Eq. (1), as a
function of average collision velocity hvi = (4/

p
⇡)�

0

for
a Maxwellian distribution. We also verify our model and
MCMC fit procedure using a mock data set from simulations.

Clusters. We consider the relaxed clusters from the data
set of Newman, et al. [19, 27] for which spherical modeling
is appropriate (MS2137, A611, A963, A2537, A2667, and
A2390). These clusters have stellar kinematics as well as
strong and weak lensing measurements allowing the mass pro-
file to be measured from stellar-dominated inner region (⇠ 10

kpc) out to the virial radius (⇠ 3 Mpc). The baryonic and
DM densities are disentangled by constraining ⌥⇤ through
the assumption that all the clusters share a similar star for-
mation history. The inferred DM density profile is consistent
with CDM expectations except in the inner O(10) kpc region
where a mass deficit is inferred [19]. These small core sizes
dictate the preference for a velocity-dependent cross section.

We model each cluster using Eq. (3) and fit directly to the
stellar line-of-sight velocity dispersion data [27]. We include
the gravitational effect of the stars following Eq. (2) and allow
for a ±0.1 dex spread in ⇢b to account for systematic uncer-
tainties [19, 27]. Further, as a proxy for fitting to the gravi-
tational lensing data at large radii, we fit to posteriors of the
maximum circular velocity V

max

and the corresponding radius
r
max

that have been obtained from the lensing data [27].
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than the median halo, the inferred �/m become consistent,
within errors, with ⇠ 1 cm

2/g.
Turning this around, we can fix �/m and look at the impact

of the scatter in the ⇢s-rs relation on Vc(2 kpc). Within our
analytic model, we have checked that the spread in the ⇢s-
rs relation in ⇤CDM leads to about a factor of two spread in
Vc(2 kpc) for the relevant galaxies. If we were to add baryons
(which could be important within 2 kpc), it is conceivable that
the bulk of the spread seen in Ref. [31] can be explained.

V. Dark matter particle properties. The energy depen-
dence of the cross section allows one to discern the underly-
ing particle dynamics of SIDM. The data in Fig. 1 range over
a factor of 104 in kinetic energy and prefer a cross section that
mildly falls with energy.

To illustrate the implications for particle physics, let us con-
sider the dark photon model for DM self-interactions. In this
model, self-interactions are governed by a Yukawa potential,
V (r) = ↵0e�µr/r, where ↵0 is the coupling constant (anal-
ogous to the fine structure constant ↵ ⇡ 1/137) and µ is the
dark photon mass, which screens the potential [33–35]. To be
concrete, we will set ↵0

= ↵. We then compute h�vi/m using
standard partial wave methods discussed in Ref. [25]. Com-
paring the theoretical predictions to the data points in Fig. 1
using a ��2 test, we determine the preferred regions for the
DM mass m and dark photon mass µ . To take into account
the uncertainty in our modeling (apparent in our predictions
for the simulated halos), we have included an additional sys-
tematic uncertainty (in quadrature) of �(logh�vi/m) = 0.3
and �(loghvi) = 0.1 for each system.

Our results shown in Fig. 3 illustrate the important comple-
mentarity between observations across different scales in con-
straining DM microphysics. The red, blue, and green shaded
bands show the individual 95% confidence level (CL) regions
preferred by our analysis of dwarf galaxies, LSBs, and clus-
ters, respectively. The solid (dashed) black contour shows the
95% (99%) CL region from all observations combined. These
data prefer DM mass of 15+7

�5

GeV and dark photon mass of
17 ± 4 MeV at 95% CL. For the best-fit values of m and µ,
we plot h�vi /m as a function of hvi in Fig. 1 (dashed).

Fig. 3 also shows the regions excluded by the Bullet Clus-
ter constraint of �/m < 1.25 cm

2/g at 68% CL [36] at
v = 2000 km/s (dot-dashed) and the constraint from an en-
semble of merging clusters of �/m < 0.47 cm

2/g at 95%
CL [37] at v = 900 km/s (long-dashed). A more refined anal-
ysis of the merging clusters, including large dissociative clus-
ters that show offsets between the luminous and dark compo-
nents [36, 38–40], would be interesting in light of the velocity
dependence.

It is remarkable that astrophysical observations can pick out
a closed range for the DM mass m (albeit within the sim-
ple model we have adopted). For m . 10 GeV, the cross
section changes little with velocity, � / m2/µ4, which is
disfavored by the velocity dependence evident in Fig. 1. For
m & 100 GeV, cross section tends to the Rutherford limit,
� / 1/(m2v4), which is too steep a velocity dependence to be
consistent with our fits. The preferred region lies in between
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FIG. 3: Parameter space for dark photon model of self-interactions
(with ↵0 = ↵), preferred by dwarfs (red), LSB spiral galaxies (blue),
and clusters (green), each at 95% CL. Combined 95% (99%) region
is shown by the solid (dashed) contours. The estimated Bullet Clus-
ter excluded region lies below dot-dashed curve and the ensemble
merging cluster excluded region below the long-dashed curve.

these extremes: � is constant at small velocity and turns over
to a Rutherford-like dependence at large velocity.

VI. Conclusions. SIDM paradigm may provide a unified
explanation for the apparent deficit of DM in the central re-
gions of galaxies and clusters. We have explored the direct
connection between self-interactions and astrophysical obser-
vations for a set of twelve galaxies and six clusters using a
simple model for SIDM halos calibrated to N-body simula-
tions. Despite the diversity of DM halo properties in these
systems, the majority of dwarfs and LSBs is remarkably con-
sistent with �/m ⇡ 2 cm

2/s. Clusters favor 0.1 cm

2/g
because their halo profiles are largely consistent with CDM
except in the inner O(10 kpc) region. The velocity depen-
dence discernible in these data provides an important step to-
ward understanding the possible particle physics of DM self-
interactions. Within the dark photon model we considered,
these data prefer DM mass of ⇠ 15 GeV and dark photon
mass of ⇠ 17 MeV. While these conclusions are model-
specific, SIDM in general indicates a new mass scale much
below than the electroweak scale. Using DM halos as particle
colliders, we may be able to unveil the particle physics nature
of DM, independent of whether the dark and visible sectors
are coupled via interactions beyond gravity.
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A Dark SU(N)
• We can engineer large self interaction by 

considering a dark sector which is pure gauge 
theory hidden sector SU(N).

• If any matter charged under the hidden gauge 
group and the SM is extremely heavy, there is no 
relevant interaction between the dark sector and 
the SM.

• At high energies, the theory is described by weakly 
coupled dark gluons.

• At low energies, the dark gluons confine into 
massive dark glueballs.

• The theory is defined by the number of colors N 
and confinement scale Λ, which characterizes the 
mass of the lowest glueball state, and the splitting 
between the various glueballs.

M
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Glueball Interactions

• In this theory, nothing can be computed very 
reliably in perturbation theory.

• Lattice gauge theory may be able to help.

• Nonetheless, the self-interactions of the glueballs 
will be roughly given by the geometric cross 
section for strongly coupled objects of size ~ 1 / Λ.

• Since the single parameter Λ controls both the 
mass and the cross section (for small N), arranging 
for an interesting value of σ/m essentially fixes              
Λ ~ 500 MeV.

Amusingly close to ΛQCD…

� (gb gb ! gb gb) ⇠ 4⇡

⇤2N2 ⇠ ⇤�1{



Glueball Parameter Space

• The relic density of the glueballs depends on the temperature of the hidden 
sector relative to the SM (ξ = Τh / ΤSM).  An interesting parameter space has 
~ observable self-interactions and the correct relic density.
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Glueball-Only Dark Matter

FIG. 3: Glueball dark matter in the case of a non-supersymmetric pure gauge SU(N) hidden sector. The
self-interaction cross section and relic density are given in the (⇠

⇤

,⇤) plane, where ⇤ is the confinement
scale in the hidden sector, and ⇠

⇤

⌘ Th/T is the ratio of hidden to visible sector temperatures at the time
that Th = ⇤. The self-interaction cross section is in the range h�T i/mX = 0.1 � 1 cm2/g in the shaded
region. The glueball relic density is ⌦

gb

= ⌦
DM

' 0.23 on the diagonal contours for the number of colors N
indicated.

IV. GLUEBALLINO SELF-INTERACTIONS

The simplest extension to the pure gauge hidden sector discussed in Sec. III is to add a massive
(mass mX � ⇤) gauge adjoint Majorana fermion to the theory, resulting in a spectrum with
two types of composites: the bosonic glueballs of mass ⇠ ⇤ and the fermionic states with masses
⇠ mX [78–81]. Each sector contains excited states whose mass splittings are again characterized
by ⇤. In the absence of further ingredients, the massive fermionic states are stable because of
Lorentz invariance, and this construction allows one to realize a situation where the dark matter
is (mostly) composed of the heavy composite fermions that self-interact via exchange of the much
lighter glueballs, naturally realizing two widely separated energy scales. This dark sector is identical
to a softly broken N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory and can be considered the supersymmetric
version of the model of Sec. III. In that language, the composite fermions are glueballino states.

The self-interactions of glueballinos are dominated by the exchange of glueballs. At low energies,
when the kinetic energy available is . ⇤, the scattering will be elastic. If there is su�cient kinetic
energy,

1

2
mXv2 � ⇤ , (5)

inelastic scattering into excited states and glueball emission becomes possible, leading to novel
e↵ects, such as additional rapid halo cooling. The inelastic e↵ects are not modeled in the ⇤SIDM
simulations and so are not well understood. For the remainder of this work, we focus on the elastic
scattering regime and comment later in this section on systems where this approximation breaks
down.

NDA suggests that the coupling between glueballs and glueballinos is ↵ ⇠ 1. Even for elastic

7
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Interesting 
Self-Interactions for small N

Correct
Relic Density ~ right SIDM 

σ for small N
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Outlook
• Putting together a detailed description of the particle properties of dark 

matter is vital to better understand fundamental physics.

• There is a rich landscape of theoretical ideas; what is needed are 
experimental results to select among them and refine the parameter space.

• There is a vibrant program that covers a huge space of possibility from 
ultra-weakly interacting particles such as axions and sterile neutrinos to 
WIMPs and beyond.

• For WIMPs, the three traditional pillars of dark matter searches: direct, 
indirect, and collider, naturally probe different parts of the space of DM-SM 
couplings.

• Astronomical probes can access properties such as the rate of self-
interaction which are otherwise difficult to extract, and difficult cases where 
the interactions between dark matter and the SM are very tiny.

• All together, there is vast potential for discovery in the near future!
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How Effective a Theory?
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• We should worry a little bit about 
whether what we are doing makes 
sense.

• The bounds on the scale of the contact 
interaction are ~ 1 TeV, and we know 
that LHC collisions are capable of 
producing higher energies.

• For the highest energy events, we 
might be using the wrong theory 
description.

• It is difficult to be quantitative about 
precisely where the EFT breaks down, 
because the energies probed by the 
LHC depend on the parton 
distribution functions.  [The answer is 
time-dependent in that sense.]



?

“s-channel” mediators are not protected by the WIMP 
stabilization symmetry.  They can couple to SM particles 
directly, and their masses can be larger or smaller than 

the WIMP mass itself.

“t-channel” mediators are 
protected by the WIMP 

stabilization symmetry.  They 
must couple at least one WIMP as 

well as some number of  SM 
particles.  Their masses are 

greater than the WIMP mass (or 
else the WIMP would just decay 

into them).

Simplified Models?

One strategy is to
try to write down
some theories with
mediators explicitly 

included.
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“EFT Doesn’t Work at LHC”
• A lot of the discussion is driven by 

conflation of a particular simplified model 
with the EFT itself.

• This is inspired to some extent by the 
fact that the EFT is the universal large 
mass limit of any simplified model.

• One should remember that the EFT is a 
superset of a limit of all simplified 
models: any one of them does not 
typically characterize all of them.

• It is logistically impossible to rule out 
application of the EFT in general based 
on one specific model.

• Instead, this reminds us that the EFT 
cannot itself describe all the possibilities!

EFT

Z’ mediator

Squark
mediator

Higgs
portal

Random
Model #9



The Dark Matter Questionnaire
  Mass

  Spin

  Stable?

  Yes

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

  Quarks / Gluons?

  Leptons?

Thermal Relic?

  Yes  No

 No

Thermal Relic?



A Possible Timeline

  Mass

  Spin

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

  Quarks / Gluons?

  Leptons?

  Thermal Relic?

2020
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A Possible Timeline

LUX sees a handful of 
elastic scattering events 
consistent with a DM 

mass < 200 GeV.

  Mass: < 200 GeV

  Spin

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

 Quarks / Gluons?

  Leptons?

  Thermal Relic?

?

2020
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2016
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A Possible Timeline

LUX sees a handful of 
elastic scattering events 
consistent with a DM 

mass < 200 GeV.
Fermi observes a faint 
gamma ray line at 150 
GeV from the galactic 

center.

  Mass: 150 +/- 15 GeV

  Spin

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

 Quarks / Gluons

  Leptons?

  Thermal Relic?

2020

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019



A Possible Timeline

LUX sees a handful of 
elastic scattering events 
consistent with a DM 

mass < 200 GeV.
Fermi observes a faint 
gamma ray line at 150 
GeV from the galactic 

center.

Two LHC experiments 
see a significant excess of 

leptons plus missing 
energy.

  Mass: 150 +/- 15 GeV

  Spin

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

 Quarks / Gluons

  Leptons?

  Thermal Relic?

?

?

Super-CDMS sees 
a similar signal.
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2017

2018

2019



2020

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Super-CDMS sees 
a similar signal.

A Possible Timeline

LUX sees a handful of 
elastic scattering events 
consistent with a DM 

mass < 200 GeV.
Fermi observes a faint 
gamma ray line at 150 
GeV from the galactic 

center.

Two LHC experiments 
see a significant excess of 

leptons plus missing 
energy.

Neutrinos are seen 
coming from the 
Sun by IceCube.No jets 

+ MET

  Mass: 150 +/- 15 GeV  

  Spin: > 0

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

 Quarks / Gluons

  Leptons

  Thermal Relic?

X



A Possible Timeline

LUX sees a handful of 
elastic scattering events 
consistent with a DM 

mass < 200 GeV.
Fermi observes a faint 
gamma ray line at 150 
GeV from the galactic 

center.

Two LHC experiments 
see a significant excess of 

leptons plus missing 
energy.

Neutrinos are seen 
coming from the 
Sun by IceCube.No jets 

+ MET

A positive signal of axion 
conversion is observed at 

an upgraded ADMX.

  Mass: 150 +/- 15 GeV  

  Spin: > 0

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

 Quarks / Gluons

  Leptons

  Thermal Relic?

X

  Mass: 20 μeV

  Spin: 0

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Photon Interaction

  Higgs?

  Quarks / Gluons?

  Leptons?

  Thermal Relic?X

X

Super-CDMS sees 
a similar signal.
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A Possible Timeline

LUX sees a handful of 
elastic scattering events 
consistent with a DM 

mass < 200 GeV.
Fermi observes a faint 
gamma ray line at 150 
GeV from the galactic 

center.

Xenon sees 
a similar signal.

Two LHC experiments 
see a significant excess of 

leptons plus missing 
energy.

Neutrinos are seen 
coming from the 
Sun by IceCube.No jets 

+ MET

A positive signal of axion 
conversion is observed at 

an upgraded ADMX.

Observation at a Higgs 
factory indicates that the 

interaction with leptons is 
too strong to saturate the 

relic density.
????

  Mass: 150 +/- 0.1 GeV  

  Spin: > 0

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

 Quarks / Gluons

  Leptons

  Thermal Relic

X

  Mass: 20 μeV

  Spin: 0

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Photon Interaction

  Higgs?

  Quarks / Gluons?

  Leptons?

  Thermal Relic?X

X
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Super-CDMS sees 
a similar signal.

A Possible Timeline

LUX sees a handful of 
elastic scattering events 
consistent with a DM 

mass < 200 GeV.
Fermi observes a faint 
gamma ray line at 150 
GeV from the galactic 

center.

Two LHC experiments 
see a significant excess of 

leptons plus missing 
energy.

Neutrinos are seen 
coming from the 
Sun by IceCube.No jets 

+ MET

A positive signal of axion 
conversion is observed at 

an upgraded ADMX.

Observation at a Higgs 
factory indicates that the 

interaction with leptons is 
too strong to saturate the 

relic density.
????

  Mass: 150 +/- 0.1 GeV  

  Spin: > 0

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

 Quarks / Gluons

  Leptons

  Thermal Relic

X

  Mass: 20 μeV

  Spin: 0

  Stable?

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction

  Higgs?

  Quarks / Gluons?

  Leptons?

  Thermal Relic?X

A multi-pronged search strategy identifies a mixture of 
dark matter composed of classic WIMPs and axions.
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